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INNOVATION 2012

20 % less effort required 

compared to high-leverage 

diagonal cutters of the 

same length

KNIPEX X-CUT
Compact and light. Powerful and precise.
Cuts finest strands as well as multi-core cables and piano wires.

 box-joint design: highest stability at low weight 
 doubly supported joint axis for heaviest duty 
 high cutting capacity with very little effort thanks to the optimum coordination 
of cutting-edge angle and leverage ratio with laterally staggered pivot point

 20 % less effort required compared to high-leverage diagonal cutters of the same length
 large opening width for thicker cables
 cuts precisely, even through fine copper wires
 compact, low-weight construction
 universally usable, in the assembly, maintenance and production
 Chrome vanadium heavy-duty steel, forged, oil-hardened



INNOVATION 2012

KNIPEX X-Cut
The diagonal cutter that can do everything 

The X-Cut is a multi-talented all-rounder: the box joint diagonal cutter 
from KNIPEX is compact, light and simultaneously powerful and highly 
precise. With its wide range of cutting abilities, it offers versatility in 
industry, trades and crafts. 

The X-Cut cuts through the fi nest strands with great precision, has the 
force required for easy cutting hard piano wire, and features a large jaw 
opening for multi-stranded cables. When cutting a medium-hard wire 
(Ø 3 mm) the X-Cut requires about 20 % less force than a conventional 
diagonal cutter of the same size. Further user-friendly advantages are 
provided by the box joint design with easy, zero-backlash-movement and 
a slim head shape for easy access even when working in confi ned areas.

Hard and heavy duty.
This KNIPEX innovation provides professionals from industry, trades and 
crafts with a general-purpose diagonal cutter to meet the most varied 
cutting requirements in a metalworking shop or an electrical workshop. 

The X-Cut is compact and light but nevertheless heavy duty and sturdy – 
it is the new all-rounder among the diagonal cutters.

The X-Cut is available in polished or chrome-plated fi nish with multi-
component handles and also as a VDE version. 

                  
      

                  Cutting capacities       
Article No.    EAN

4003773-  
     
mm 

      

Pliers Head Handles

Ø mm
     

Ø mm 
     

Ø mm 
     

Ø mm Ø mm 
     
g 

 73 02 160 075127  160                      black atramentized   polished with multi-component grips 4,8  3,8 2,7  2,2 12 175

 73 05 160    075134  160                   chrome plated   with multi-component grips 4,8  3,8     2,7    2,2    12 175  

 73 06 160 075141  160                        chrome plated      
insulated with multi-component grips, 
VDE-tested  

4,8  3,8  2,7 2,2 12 195

KNIPEX-Werk 
C. Gustav Putsch KG
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